Background: Cardiovascular magnetic resonance (CMR) T1ρ mapping can be used to detect ischemic or nonischemic cardiomyopathy without the need of exogenous contrast agents. Current 2D myocardial T1ρ mapping requires multiple breath-holds and provides limited coverage. Respiratory gating by diaphragmatic navigation has recently been exploited to enable free-breathing 3D T1ρ mapping, which, however, has low acquisition efficiency and may result in unpredictable and long scan times. This study aims to develop a fast respiratory motioncompensated 3D whole-heart myocardial T1ρ mapping technique with high spatial resolution and predictable scan time.
Background
Myocardial infarction detection is important for the evaluation of post-infarction left ventricular remodelling [1] . Late gadolinium enhanced (LGE) cardiovascular magnetic resonance (CMR) imaging is widely used to detect scar, because of its high contrast between the infarcted region and the surrounding myocardium [2, 3] . However, LGE imaging requires the administration of gadolinium-based contrast agents, which may be contraindicated in patients with severe renal impairment, due to poor renal clearance of the contrast agent [4] . Furthermore, there has been increasing concern about the contrast agent deposition in the brain [5] . Endogenous contrast imaging techniques, such as T1ρ CMR, have been proposed to address this problem [6] [7] [8] .
T1ρ, the T1 relaxation time in the rotating frame, is a sensitive marker for assessment of macromolecularwater interaction, and has shown potential for diagnostic imaging of cartilage [9, 10] , liver cirrhosis [11, 12] and acute cerebral infarction [13] . Promising results of T1ρ CMR were also observed for acute and chronic myocardial infarction characterization [7, 14] without the need of exogenous contrast agents. A study of end-stage renal disease patients showed that T1ρ can better characterize myocardial injury than native T1 and T2 maps [6] . However, current 2D myocardial T1ρ mapping requires multiple breath-holds to acquire several T1ρ-weighted images for pixel-wise T1ρ fitting [6, 15] , which results in limited coverage and spatial resolution. Furthermore, the different breath-hold positions may lead to misregistration artifacts and inaccuracy of T1ρ estimation [15] . Respiratory gating can be used as an alternative to limit respiratory motion during free-breathing acquisitions. By using respiratory diaphragmatic navigator gating, a 3D free-breathing T1ρ mapping technique has recently been proposed to achieve whole-heart coverage [16] . This technique employed compressed sensing reconstruction with spatial total variation to accelerate the acquisition. However, due to the reduced acquisition efficiency by respiratory gating and the need of recovery heartbeats between T1ρ preparations, long scan times are required for the sequence with compromised spatial resolution (1.9 × 1.9 × 6 mm 3 , scan time~18 min) [16] .
In this study, we propose a free-breathing motioncompensated 3D whole heart T1ρ mapping technique with near-isotropic spatial resolution (1.7 × 1.7 × 2 mm 3 ) and predictable and clinically feasible scan time (~6 min). The proposed electrocardiogram (ECG)-triggered sequence acquires different T1ρ-weighted volumes sequentially with increasing T1ρ spin-lock times. Similar to a previous cardiac T2 mapping technique [17] , a saturation pulse is adopted to reset the magnetization in each heartbeat, reducing the influence of heart rate variability during acquisition and removing the requirement of recovery heartbeats between T1ρ preparations. The acquisition is accelerated using an undersampled variable-density 3D Cartesian sampling with spiral-like order (VD-CASPR) [18] and respiratory motion compensation is performed based on 2D image-navigators, enabling 100% respiratory scan efficiency (i.e. no respiratory gating) [19] . Motion-corrected undersampled kspace data is reconstructed using a multi-contrast 3D patch-based low-rank algorithm (HD-PROST) [20] .
The accuracy of the proposed technique was investigated in phantom experiments. 3D whole heart T1ρ maps were demonstrated in healthy subjects and patients with myocardial infarction.
Methods

Pulse sequence
The proposed 3D T1ρ mapping sequence is performed under free-breathing with mid-diastolic ECG-triggering and consists of a non-selective saturation pulse (SAT), T1ρ preparation (T1ρ prep), fat suppression using spectral pre-saturation with inversion recovery, 2D image based navigator (iNAV) [19] and 3D balanced steadystate free-precession (bSSFP) readout ( Fig. 1a ). Five differently T1ρ-weighted volumes are acquired sequentially. A 3D variable-density Cartesian sampling with spirallike profile order (VD-CASPR) [18] with an undersampling factor of 3.8 is employed. One spiral-like arm is acquired per cardiac cycle, and spiral-like arms are rotated with a golden-angle order within and between T1ρ contrasts ( Fig. 1b ) to ensure incoherent undersampling artifacts along the spatial and contrast dimensions.
In the T1ρ preparation, besides the tip-down, tip-up pulses (90 ±x ) and four separate spin-lock pulses with alternating phases (B1 ±y ), 2 refocusing pulses with opposite phases (180 ±y ) are added to make the T1ρ prep more robust to both B1 and B0 inhomogeneities [21, 22] , resulting in the cluster (90 Fig. 1a . The B1 amplitude of spin-lock pulse is set to 400 Hz. Five different T1ρweightings were acquired with T1ρ preps of five increasing spin-lock times (TSL = 0, 10, 20, 35, 50 ms). A volume without T1ρ prep (TSL = 0), which has the highest signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), is included to increase the T1ρ decay range. For TSL = 0, the tip-down, tip-up pulses and a crusher gradient are still performed to ensure more consistent influence of radiofrequency flip angle imperfections on all T1ρ-weightings.
Previous myocardial T1ρ mapping techniques acquire data in every other heartbeat to allow magnetization recovery [15, 16] . However, the idle cardiac cycles lead to increased scan time. Moreover, heart rate variability during the scan results in variable recovery times and can influence the T1ρ estimation accuracy [16] . In the proposed sequence, SAT is applied after the ECG trigger with a fixed delay (T SR ) to the start of T1ρ prep, aiming to null the magnetization history at the start of each heartbeat and minimise heart rate dependency during the scan [17] . This enables data acquisition in every heartbeat without the need of recovery heartbeats. To ensure the same magnetization before each T1ρ prep and the same cardiac motion state for the acquisition in each cardiac cycle, T SR and trigger delay (the time between the trigger and acquisition, Fig. 1a ) should be fixed for all T1ρ preparations with different TSLs. In the cardiac cycle where T1ρ preparation is performed with the longest TSL, the time between the ECG trigger and SAT is made as short as possible for maximal saturation recovery. For T1ρ prep with shorter TSL, a delay time is inserted between the ECG trigger and SAT to ensure the same T SR and trigger delay for all T1ρ preps.
The 2D image navigator is sampled using 10 ramp-up preparation pulses of the bSSFP readout with the same field-of-view (FOV) to the 3D acquisition [19] . The 2D iNAV is acquired in every heartbeat before the 3D imaging, allowing for foot-head (FH) and left-right (LR) translational respiratory motion estimation and correction, as described below. Example iNAV images acquired with different T1ρ preps are shown in Fig. 2a .
Respiratory motion estimation and correction
The respiratory motion correction framework is shown in Fig. 2 , which comprises two steps: 2D beat-to-beat translational motion correction for each T1ρ-weighted dataset separately and subsequent 3D translational alignment between the different T1ρ-weighted volumes (inter-contrast motion correction). For each T1ρ-weighted dataset, 2D FH and LR beat-to-beat translational respiratory motion is estimated from the iNAVs using a rectangular template that is manually selected around the heart on the first frame of iNAVs and propagated to all other frames ( Fig. 2a ). To find the reference endexpiration position, firstly, all iNAV frames are registered to the first frame, to obtain the FH motion curve, based on which the frames corresponding to end- Fig. 1 Sequence diagram for the proposed free-breathing electrocardiogram (ECG)-triggered 3D T1ρ mapping acquisition. Acquisitions of two different T1ρ contrasts with 3D balanced steady-state free precession (bSSFP) readouts are shown. A saturation pulse (SAT) is used to reset the magnetization in each heartbeat. After a constant delay (T SR ), T1ρ preparation (T1ρ prep) is performed followed by fat saturation pulse (FAT SAT), whereas 2D image navigators (iNAV) are acquired using the ramp-up preparation pulses of the bSSFP (a). The trigger delay is kept constant for all T1ρ preps (with different durations) by adjusting the time between ECG and SAT. An undersampled variable-density 3D Cartesian trajectory with spiral-like order is used for acceleration, spiral-like arms are rotated with golden angle step within and between T1ρ contrasts (b) expiration are selected by peak analysis of the FH motion. The average of FH motion at the selected endexpiration frames is calculated and the iNAV frame of which the FH motion is closest to the average is selected as the end-expiration reference frame. Then, all iNAV frames are translationally registered to the reference frame to obtain the FH and LR motion curves. Example of estimated FH motion curves for each T1ρ contrast are shown in Fig. 2b . The estimated beat-to-beat FH and LR translational shifts are used to correct the k-space phase of the corresponding spiral-like arm [19, 23] . Zero-filling reconstructions of the undersampled T1ρweighted datasets before and after 2D iNAV-based motion correction are shown in Fig. 2c and d, respectively. Beat-to-beat FH and LR motion compensated T1ρweighted datasets ( Fig. 2d ) are registered using mutual information metric to estimate remaining inter-contrast 3D translational motion with the volume of longest T1ρ prep (TSL = 50 ms) as reference. The 3D translational motion estimation was also focused on the heart region by selecting a rough rectangular box covering the whole heart. The estimated inter-contrast 3D translational motion parameters are used to correct the multicontrast k-space dataset.
Image reconstruction
After motion correction, the undersampled k-space was reconstructed using a multi-contrast 3D image patchbased low-rank algorithm (HD-PROST), which exploits local (image patch for a given pixel location), non-local (similar image patches searched in a surrounding region) and contrast redundancies of the 3D multi-contrast images [20] . The reconstruction is formulated as follows:
where I are the multi-contrast 3D images to be reconstructed; K is the motion-corrected undersampled Cartesian k-space; C is the coil sensitivity maps which are estimated using the fully sampled k-space center region; F is 3D Fourier Transform; and M is the k-space sampling mask. P p (•) selects similar 3D image patches for a given pixel location p from a 3D multi-contrast image set and forms a 3D tensor from the selected image patches. The selected image patches include similar patches around a given pixel location for all contrasts. T p is a 3D tensor built by the selected patches centered at pixel p; ‖•‖ F and ‖•‖ * denote the Frobenius norm and nuclear norm respectively; λ is the regularization parameter balancing the constraints of data fidelity and lowrankness. The reconstruction equation can be solved by operator-splitting via alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM), as detailed in [20] . HD-PROST reconstruction parameters adopted in this study were empirically selected following the parameters suggested in [20] and by visual inspection of the reconstruction quality on one subject and used for all other datasets, which are: patch size = 5 × 5 × 5 pixels; search window radii around a pixel = 20 × 20 × 20; patch offset = 4; number of selected similar patches = 20; regularization parameter λ = 0.2; ADMM iterations = 5, leading to reconstruction time of~25 mins. Example of multiple T1ρ-weighted images after HD-PROST reconstruction are shown in Fig. 2e .
T1ρ mapping
T1ρ map is obtained by pixel-wise linear fitting of the logarithm of the T1ρ-weighted images. The signal equation for the saturation recovery T1ρ prepared acquisition is given by:
where S is the signal intensity of the given T1ρ-weighted image, S 0 (T SR , T 1 ) is the signal before T1ρ prep, which is a saturation recovery function of T SR and T 1 . After log transformation, the signal equation becomes:
The linear regression form of Eq. (3) can be written as y = Ax + b, with y being ln(S), x being TSL and the intercept b being ln(S 0 (T SR , T 1 )), the slope A being −1/T 1ρ . Given different x and y, A and therefore T1ρ can be obtained by linear fitting.
Phantom experiments
A phantom with different T1ρ values was imaged to test the accuracy of the proposed 3D T1ρ mapping using a 2D fully sampled T1ρ mapping acquisition as reference. The phantom consists of 6 vials containing gel and agarose in concentrations of 0.8, 1, 1.5, 2, 3, 5%, providing expected T1ρ values from 25 ms to 125 ms. The imaging settings for the 2D T1ρ mapping reference were: no SAT pulse; simulated heart rate of 20 bpm; every other heartbeat acquisition, resulting in magnetization recovery time of 6 s; a single k-space line was acquired after each T1ρ prep to eliminate the effect of T1 recovery during readout; 5 TSLs (0, 10, 20, 35, 50 ms); total scan time of 49.1 mins. Other imaging parameters for the 2D scan included: FOV = 288 × 200 mm 2 , spatial resolution = 2 × 2 mm 2 , slice thickness = 6 mm, TR/TE = 3.3/ 1.2 ms, flip angle = 50°.. Different heart rates lead to different trigger delays as the onset of the mid-diastolic quiescent phase is heart rate dependent, and thus result in different saturation recovery times. To investigate how heart rate influences T1ρ measurement, the 3D accelerated T1ρ mapping acquisition was performed with different simulated heart rates from 50 bpm to 110 bpm, with 10 bpm increment. The mid-diastolic trigger delays for different heart rates were calculated according to an empirical equation [24] . The 3D imaging parameters were the same as the in vivo imaging which are described in the next section.
In vivo experiments
Eleven healthy subjects (five females, 30 ± 3 years) and three patients (one female, 59, 56, 26 years) with suspected cardiovascular disease were imaged. The study was approved by the institutional review board and all subjects gave written informed consent before imaging. All imaging experiments were performed on a 1.5 T scanner (MAGNETOM Aera; Siemens Healthineers, Erlangen, Germany) equipped with 18-channel body and 32-channel spine coils.
For healthy subjects, both the breath-hold 2D and the accelerated free-breathing 3D T1ρ mapping acquisitions were performed. The breath-hold 2D T1ρ mapping sequence was similar to the 3D sequence ( Fig. 1a ) including the SAT pulse to allow for data acquisition at every heartbeat. 2D T1ρ mapping was performed at the midventricular short-axis location during mid-diastole within a single end-expiratory breath-hold for all five T1ρ contrasts to reduce cardiac motion and respiratory motion effects. 2D T1ρ mapping imaging parameters were: FOV = 300 × 300 mm 2 ; spatial resolution = 2 × 2 mm 2 ; slice thickness = 8 mm; TR/TE = 3.3/1.2 ms (partial Fourier in the readout direction); flip angle = 50°(balancing the trade-off between SNR and radiofrequency power deposition); five T1ρ prep spin-lock times, TSL = 0, 10, 20, 35, 50 ms; parallel imaging GRAPPA acceleration factor = 2; and 25 readouts per cardiac cycle with acquisition window < 100 ms to minimize cardiac motion [25] . Acquisition time was of 4 heart beats per contrast, resulting in a total breath-hold acquisition time of 20 heart beats for 2D T1ρ mapping. Free-breathing 3D T1ρ mapping was acquired during mid-diastole in coronal orientation with spatial resolution = 1.7 × 1.7 × 2 mm 3 , FOV = 300 × 300 mm 2 , TR/TE = 3.6/1.2 ms, flip angle = 50°, number of readouts per cardiac cycle~35 (acquisition window~120 ms to reduce cardiac motion) [25] . Total scan time for the proposed free-breathing 3D T1ρ mapping was 6.2 ± 0.6 mins (with a minimum of 5.4 mins and a maximum of 7.5 mins).
The proposed 3D free-breathing T1ρ images were acquired on all 3 patients before contrast injection. Approximately 15 min after contrast administration, ECGgated LGE images were acquired to detect myocardial scar using a 2D phase-sensitive inversion recovery (PSIR) sequence under multiple breath-holds with spatial resolution = 1.4 × 1.4 × 8 mm 3 , inversion time = 145-160 ms to generate dark blood contrast [3] and flip angle = 45°. For patients, the breath-hold 2D T1ρ acquisition was not performed due to the long breath-hold time required (~20s).
Image analysis
For the 2D and 3D phantom maps, a circular region-ofinterest was drawn to cover the central region of each vial (containing~112 pixels). Mean and standard variation (SD) of T1ρ values in the region-of-interest were calculated for each vial. The 3D T1ρ measurement accuracy and precision for different heart rates were calculated using the 2D T1ρ mapping as reference.
For mapping analysis of healthy subjects, the reconstructed 3D T1ρ map was reformatted to 3 short-axis (SAx) slices (base, mid and apex). The mean and SD of T1ρ were measured in the septum of the mid ventricular SAx map, which were compared with those of the 2D breath-hold scan using paired Wilcoxon rank-sum test. Bland-Altman analysis was performed to test the agreement of septal T1ρ measurements between the 3D and 2D methods for each subject. To evaluate the T1ρ distribution estimated by the proposed 3D T1ρ mapping, the 16-segment American Heart Association (AHA) analysis [26] was performed on the 3 reformatted SAx slices with 4 segments for apex, and 6 segments separately for mid and base. Mean T1ρ value in each segment was recorded and averaged across all heathy subjects and visualized using bullseye plot.
For patient data, the 3D T1ρ maps were reformatted to the slice positions as close as possible to that of the breath-hold 2D LGE images. Reformatting was performed using the physical coordinates of the 3D T1ρ and 2D LGE scans from the DICOM headers. However, perfect agreement cannot be ensured considering that the breath-hold position of 2D LGE and the endexpiration position considered in 3D T1ρ may be slightly different. The reformatted T1ρ maps were evaluated with the corresponding LGE PSIR images for scar detection.
Results
Phantom study
The phantom T1ρ maps estimated by the 2D method and the proposed 3D approach with simulated heart rates of 50, 60 and 80 bpm are shown in Fig. 3a . In comparison with 2D T1ρ mapping, the measurement accuracy and precision (measured as SD) of 3D T1ρ mapping for different heart rates are provided in Fig. 3b , c. Similar Fig. 3 a Phantom T1ρ maps obtained with the 2D reference method and proposed 3D accelerated T1ρ mapping technique at simulated heart rates of 50, 60 and 80 bpm. b and c T1ρ measurement accuracy (difference between 3D and reference 2D measurements) and standard deviation of the 3D method with simulated heart rates of 50 to 110 bpm, in comparison with 2D reference accuracy was observed for a wide range of simulated heart rates, while measurement precision of longer T1ρ values decreased with higher heart rates.
In vivo study
T1ρ maps were successfully reconstructed for all 14 subjects. Representative T1ρ-weighted images and T1ρ maps of one healthy subject with the proposed 3D freebreathing approach are shown in Fig. 4, including 9 coronal slices. Good quality T1ρ-weighted images, as well as T1ρ maps were obtained with the proposed framework. Reformatted T1ρ maps of the apical, mid, basal SA and 4-chamber (4 CH) views from three additional healthy subjects are shown in Fig. 5 .
Septal T1ρ values of the 11 healthy subjects measured with the proposed 3D free-breathing approach were 58.0 ± 4.1 ms, in close agreement with values measured with the breath-hold 2D T1ρ (57.6 ± 4.7 ms, P = 0.83). Bland-Altman analysis of the septal T1ρ measurements is demonstrated in Fig. 6 , where the 95% confidence interval of the bias is shown for each subject and the whole population. Bland-Altman analysis indicated a good agreement (mean population bias − 0.1 ms) between the 3D and 2D methods. The 3D myocardial T1ρ maps of healthy subjects showed uniform distribution. The T1ρ of each AHA segment is shown in the bullseye and box plots in Fig. 7 .
According to the clinical 2D LGE images, scar was detected in one of the three patients. Reformatted T1ρ maps from the proposed 3D free-breathing scan of one patient without myocardial infarction are shown along with the LGE images in Fig. 8 . No myocardial enhancement was observed on LGE and no alteration was observed on the T1ρ maps. The scar patient results are demonstrated in Fig. 9 , including the LGE images and reformatted 3D T1ρ maps in SAx and 2 CH views. The infarcted myocardium showed hyperintensity on LGE, and higher T1ρ values (87.4 ± 5.7 ms) than the healthy myocardium (61.9 ± 2.2 ms) were observed in the scar region with the proposed 3D T1ρ mapping technique.
Discussion
In this study, a free-breathing 3D T1ρ mapping technique was proposed featuring whole heart coverage, near-isotropic spatial resolution (1.7 × 1.7 × 2 mm 3 ) and 100% respiratory acquisition efficiency. Combining the efficient respiratory acquisition, the adoption of saturation pulse to avoid recovery heartbeats and 3.8-fold undersampled VD-CASPR sampling [18] , five differently T1ρ-weighted volumes were acquired in a clinically feasible scan time (~6 mins), based on which 3D T1ρ maps were estimated. The accuracy of the 3D technique was investigated in phantoms and healthy subjects, while clinical feasibility was explored in 3 patients.
The achievable spatial resolution and coverage are limited with 2D T1ρ mapping, due to breath-holding constraint. Multiple breath-holds may lead to mapping inaccuracy due to inconsistency in respiratory positions and are challenging in some patient populations. Respiratory gating by diaphragmatic navigator has recently been used to enable free-breathing 3D T1ρ mapping [16] . However, diaphragmatic navigator gating may result in long and unpredictable scan times due to the low acquisition efficiency. The use of a 2D image-based navigator enables free-breathing scan with 100% respiratory acquisition efficiency, making near-isotropic whole heart T1ρ maps feasible in a predictable and clinically acceptable scan time.
In the ECG-triggered acquisition, the predominant difference of heart position is in the FH direction induced by respiration [27] . To minimize respiratory motion artifacts, coronal 2D iNAVs were used to estimate FH and LR translational motion to correct the corresponding kspace phase in each heartbeat. 2D iNAV-based motion estimation / correction was performed for each T1ρ contrast separately, to avoid influence of the contrast differences on the motion estimation. Subsequently, inter-contrast 3D translational motion correction was performed to align all the T1ρ-weighted images in case the end-expiration reference positions are different between T1ρ contrasts. Translational motion estimation and correction is fast and robust, and has been found to efficiently reduce respiration motion artifacts in CMR [28, 29] . Thus, it was used in this study to correct respiratory motion. However, affine or non-rigid motion correction could be incorporated in future studies to correct for remaining respiratory motion.
ECG-triggered 3D multi-contrast acquisitions for mapping remain lengthy in spite of the use of more efficient respiratory motion correction with iNAVs as described above. Feasibility of accelerated 3D myocardial T1ρ mapping using compressed sensing with spatial total variation regularization has been demonstrated in a recent study [16] . This approach used the same undersampling pattern for all contrasts and did not exploit redundancies in the parameter (contrast) dimension. In this study, a variable-density Cartesian undersampling with spiral-like ordering in the ky-kz plane was adopted [18] . The spiral-like arms acquired in each cardiac cycle are shifted with golden-angle step within each contrast to introduce incoherent undersampling artifacts. Additionally, a golden-angle shift was also employed between T1ρ contrasts so that artifacts are also incoherent in the contrast dimension and an additional sparsity constraint can thus be effectively imposed. HD-PROST reconstruction which exploits local (within a patch), non-local (between neighbouring patches) and contrast (along the T1ρ parameter dimension) redundancies [20] was employed to efficiently reduce undersampling artifacts.
Acceleration factor of 3.8 was adopted in this study to achieve clinically feasible scan times (~6mins). To explore the feasibility of further acceleration, the dataset acquired with acceleration factor of 3.8 was retrospectively undersampled to a factor of 5x. The reconstructed images and T1ρ maps are provided in Additional file 1: Figure S1 . Acceleration factor of 5 generally achieved acceptable performance with slight loss of image and T1ρ mapping quality compared with acceleration factor of 3.8. Further acceleration of the 3D T1ρ mapping technique to facilitate faster scanning or higher spatial resolution may be feasible, but optimization of the reconstruction process would be required.
T1ρ techniques have shown promising results in a variety of applications such as knee cartilage, liver and brain [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . However, conventional T1ρ prep with spin-lock pulse of constant amplitude is known to be sensitive to B1 and B0 field inhomogeneities [30, 31] . Several improvements have been proposed. The rotary echo method was proposed to remove banding artifacts due to B1 inhomogeneity [32] with however the influence of B0 inhomogeneity unsolved. By combining rotary echo with a 180°refocusing pulse, the radiofrequency pulse cluster can compensate for B0 imperfections, but it is sensitive to B1 inhomogeneity [30] . In this study, two 180°refocusing pulses with opposite phases were introduced to generate a balanced radiofrequency pulse cluster and make the T1ρ prep more robust to B1 and B0 inhomogeneities [21, 22] . T1ρ prep with a chain of adiabatic pulses is another approach that has been shown to be insensitive to B1 and B0 inhomogeneities [33] . However, the time-varying amplitude spin-lock by adiabatic pulses and the constant amplitude spin-lock reflects Fig. 8 Reformatted 3D T1ρ maps and 2D LGE images of a patient (heart rate: 63 bpm; acquisition duration: 6.2 min) without myocardial infarction, including two short-axis (SAx) slices and the long-axis 2 chamber (2 CH) view Fig. 9 Reformatted 3D T1ρ maps and 2D LGE images of a patient (heart rate: 69 bpm; acquisition duration: 5.8 min) with myocardial infarction. The white arrows indicate the scar regions on the short-axis (SAx) and 2 chamber (2 CH) views, as detected by enhancement on LGE images. Increased values in T1ρ maps were observed for the infarcted regions different tissue properties [33] . Future studies will be performed to compare these two kinds of T1ρ prep for cardiac imaging applications.
In conventional myocardial T1ρ mapping, data is acquired every other heartbeat to ensure restoration of the magnetization before T1ρ preparation [15, 16] . However, with this approach, besides increasing the scan time, heartrate variations during the scan will result in variable T1 recovery times and therefore influence T1ρ estimation. In the proposed sequence, a saturation pulse was introduced to reset the magnetization at the start of each cardiac cycle, similar to the 3D cardiac T2 mapping study by Ding et al. [17] , to enable efficient data acquisition at every heartbeat. The saturation pulse with constant saturation recovery time (the time between SAT and T1ρ prep) provides the same magnetization before each T1ρ preparation, making the sequence insensitive to heart rate variability during acquisition [17] .
In phantoms, the proposed 3D accelerated T1ρ mapping technique achieved good accuracy for a wide range of simulated heart rates. However, the shorter saturation recovery time for higher heart rate will lead to lower SNR of the acquired T1ρ-weighted images, which lead to a decrease of measurement precision for longer T1ρ values (92 ms and 128 ms). The T1ρ decay range for shorter T1ρ is larger than longer T1ρ, so the measurement precision of shorter T1ρ values is less affected by heart rates (T SR ) than that of longer ones. One option to improve the performance for longer T1ρ values is to increase the spin-lock duration, which, however, will increase the specific absorption rate and requires more powerful radiofrequency amplifier. For septal T1ρ measurement in healthy subjects, a good agreement was observed between the proposed free-breathing 3D and breath-hold 2D T1ρ mapping methods. Homogeneous 3D T1ρ maps were obtained through the whole left ventricle in healthy subjects, with minor fluctuations observed between segments in the AHA analysis. In particular, the apex segments showed higher T1ρ values, which may be attributed to residual motion effects.
For the patient with myocardial infarction according to LGE images, higher T1ρ values were observed for the scar region in comparison to the remote normal myocardium. Previous imaging studies of ex-vivo and swine model of myocardial infarction [7, 8] also reported increased T1ρ values in infarcts. The mechanism causing higher T1ρ is still not fully understood, as there are several factors that may influence T1ρ signal, such as water molecular motion, molecular diffusion, chemical exchange and magnetization transfer [8] . Witschey et al. [7] suggest that increased T1ρ may be attributed to increased water mobility in scar which leads to shorter nuclear rotational correlation times and longer transverse relaxation time.
There are several limitations to this study. First, spin-lock amplitude of 400 Hz was used for T1ρ prep. The spin-lock amplitude in this study was limited by the power capacity of the radiofrequency amplifier of the available clinical scanner. T1ρ times increase with spin-lock frequency and higher T1ρ values should be expected if higher spin-lock amplitude can be employed. If hardware permits, larger spin-lock amplitude should be used as previous study suggested higher T1ρ sensitivity at higher spin-lock amplitudes [8] . Second, there is no data rejection for arrhythmia in the current sequence implementation. Arrhythmia is a common issue for ECG-triggered acquisitions. Arrhythmia rejection will be investigated to minimize cardiac motion artifacts in future clinical studies. Third, a limited number of patients was included in this study to show preliminary feasibility of the proposed framework. Validation of the proposed approach in a larger number of patients with ischemic cardiac disease is warranted to investigate the sensitivity of the proposed 3D T1ρ mapping for myocardial infarction detection.
